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Abstract

The landscape is living and constantly changing over time. In this framework,
permanence, identity and retaining the memory require the integration of co-evolution
in landscape planning. To fill the gap between the theoretical concept of resilience
and its translations into spatial plans and projects, landscape resilience seems the
emerging concept useful to this end. In this perspective, is recognized a lack of
explicit adaptative resilient tools in the current Management Plans of the UNESCO
World Heritage Sites, listed as Cultural Landscapes, about discounting identity in
relation to the newcomers. In literature, the debate around the relationship between
cultural heritage and resilience has opened (Brunetta et al., 2019) and falls into the
UN Target 11.4 postulated by the SDG n.11. To better investigate this challenge,
a specific UNESCO case-study is being selected: the Vineyard Landscape of
Piedmont, Langhe-Roero and Monferrato, Italy (ref: 1390rev). So, it appears crucial
grasping the ratio between permanence-memory and dynamic transformations,
which interest a vast area in long-term strategies. How is resilience articulated with
identity? What is the ratio between persistence and transformation, to reach both
the robustness and allow changes for a community-led active protection? Qualitative
results will produce both theoretical and practical outputs, useful to «reinforce the
community role and the adaptive capacity of systems» (Brunetta et al., 2019), as the
insertion of proactive landscape-resilient tools as part of a renewal of the UNESCO
Management Plan.
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Fabrizio Aimar

Landscape Resilience

1 | Introduction

The landscape is living and constantly changing over time. In this framework,
permanence, identity and retaining the memory require the integration of coevolution in landscape planning. To fill the gap between the theoretical concept of
resilience and its translations into spatial plans and projects, landscape resilience
seems the emerging concept useful to this end.
In this perspective, is recognized a lack of explicit adaptative resilient tools in the
current Management Plans of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization World Heritage Sites, listed as Cultural Landscapes (UNESCO, 1992),
about discounting the landscape identity in relation to newcomers. The ongoing
variation of the anthropogenic component risks turning the quality of the landscape
unstable, through potential alterations that risk to simplify the interpretation of
its characters (Plieninger, Bieling, 2012) and to compromise the legibility of the
permanencies. Thus, even the UNESCO Cultural Landscapes are in a potentially
condition of progressive distortion (Devecchi, 2015). In literature, the debate around
the relationship between cultural heritage and resilience has opened (Brunetta et al.,
2019) and falls into the Target 11.4 «Strengthen efforts to protect and safeguard the
world’s cultural and natural heritage» postulated by the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goal n.11 (UN, 2015). The target reveals an interesting operative
potential in the UNESCO context, under the cultural mission of the UN SDGs. To
better examine this challenge, a specific UNESCO case-study is being selected:
the “Vineyard Landscape of Piedmont: Langhe-Roero and Monferrato”, Italy (ref:
1390rev).

2 | Material and methods

Towards a resilient scenario, a qualitative approach will be carried out including
multi-, trans-disciplinary and systemic methodologies. Embracing the contemporary
complexity and the post-postmodernism critical theory, any landscape observance
moves from natural sciences, assuming values such as uncertainty and non-linearity
(Common & Perrings, 1992), to the multifaceted social-cultural dimension of the
human interactions. Considering the system in its analytical level, overall reflections
tend to investigate the evolving framework, suggesting possible lines in the prior
methodologies once defined the boundaries (Davoudi, 2012, 2013a) and clarified
their possible conditions (Folke et al., 2010). However, this implies the «acceptance
of ontological uncertainties» (Shaw, 2012), in which the «complexity theory is the
epistemological basis of evolutionary resilience» (Davoudi, 2018).
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To make them practical, these theoretical findings could be investigated using an
on-ground case study, identified in the “Vineyard Landscape of Piedmont: LangheRoero and Monferrato” serial site (ref: 1390rev). Inscribed as a UNESCO Cultural
Landscape in June 22, 2014 (Decision: 38 COM 8B.41), it was included in the
(ii) category «organically evolved landscape»; precisely, it falls in the «continuing
landscape» sub-category (UNESCO, Operational Guidelines 2008, Annex 3, p. 86).
The sub-category defines a continuing landscape as follow: «one which retains an
active social role in contemporary society closely associated with the traditional
way of life, and in which the evolutionary process is still in progress. At the same
time, it exhibits significant material evidence of its evolution over time» Consistently,
the European Landscape Convention of the Council of Europe (2000) affirms that
«… the landscape has an important public interest role in the cultural, ecological,
environmental and social fields …». Moreover, the Italian Code of the Cultural
and Landscape Heritage (2004) also states that «The cultural heritage consists of
cultural property and landscape assets» (point 1, p. 10). Consequently, to read its
landscape, the Nomination File of this UNESCO World Heritage Site suggests a
method of analysis that list 3 different components (natural, cultural-anthropic and
perceptive) and their related aspects (Table I).
The «Cultural-Anthropic component» (p. 39) includes the «social-cultural structure»
that refers to «the sense of belonging, rooting and recognition of the locations.
… The ‘identity’ aspect of the landscape, made up not only of the resident community
but of a much broader society of users, is of fundamental importance in order to
assign a recognised image to the locations, this being necessary to consolidate the
local identity.»
Table I | The Landscape and its Components.
Source: UNESCO World Heritage List, The Vineyard Landscape of Piedmont: Langhe-Roero and
Monferrato, Nomination Format Book 1, Preliminary Remarks, 2. Description, Methodology for Reading
and Analysing the Landscape, p.39. Author’s elaboration.

Components

System/structure/features

Natural

Geomorphological system
Hydrogeographic system
Soil

Landscape

Climate
Cultural-Anthropic

Agrarian/winegrowing system
Settlement-architectural system
Social-cultural structure

Perceptive

Aesthetic visual features

Qualitative results, coming from surveys and comparisons of two possible casestudies, intend to produce both theoretical outputs, to discuss within the academe,
as well as practical ones, useful for the local communities. Practical results could
support the managing bodies to «…promote practices with incentives to reinforce
the community role and the adaptive capacity of systems» (Brunetta et al., 2019),
among which the possibility to insert proactive landscape-resilient tools as part of a
renewal of the UNESCO Management Plan, planned with a voluntary deadline of 10
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years. If this Plan is intended as an updatable document, a demand for its planning,
implementation, monitoring, evaluation and feedback appears vital, as confirmed
by the UNESCO’s World Heritage Resource Manual (2011, p. 90). Moreover, the
Manual explicitly claims for an effective integration of the Sustainable Development
principles into the management and an inclusion of the risk preparedness too
(p. 90).

3 | Theory/calculation

That said, some queries arise. How is resilience articulated with identity? What is
the ratio between persistence and transformation, to reach both the robustness and
allow changes for a community-led active protection? It appears crucial grasp the
ratio between permanence-memory and dynamic changes, which interest a vast
area in long-term strategies. This relation stresses how «the capacity to preserve
the know-how and approaches to protect cultural heritage depends on territorial
governance, which leads to the possibility of increasing the intrinsic resilience of a
system» (Brunetta et al., 2019). Compared to the newcomers in Langhe-Roero &
Monferrato, in particular non-native paid labour mainly of Macedonian, Romanian
and Bulgarian origin, it seems essential «…the need of local communities to
reconstruct their sense of belonging, their history or cultural identity» (Brunetta et
al., 2019). For example, Alta-Langa areas of Asti count on a good number of foreign
citizens. Particularly, Canelli records 1,872 foreigners (ISTAT, 2019a) out of a total
of 10.411 residents (ISTAT, 2019b), more represented by Macedonians (807; ISTAT,
2019c), Romanians (327; ISTAT, 2019c) and Bulgarians (200; ISTAT, 2019c).
Nonetheless, the term ‘resilience’ does not appear openly in the Dossier, nor
in the Management Plan, despite these territories and their societies suffer of
several vulnerabilities, including social ones. As listed by the SWOT analysis in the
Management Plan (p. 58, fig. 12), the «increase of elderly population» (Weakness)
and the «poor social inclusion policies» (Threats) represent critical phenomena,
especially if set in a declining context of the agricultural sector (Threats). Indeed,
in the UNESCO nomination of the Vineyard Landscape of Piedmont: LangheRoero and Monferrato (Decision: 38 COM 8B.41), the World Heritage Committee
concludes by further recommending Italy to consider the social values, under point
4.c. It states: «Paying greater attention to the social values that make an important
contribution to the management and conservation of the property: winegrowers,
companies and workers, wine-growing winemaking trade organizations, the
transmission of expertise and know-how, popular traditions, etc.» The assertion
is based on the reports drawn up by the International Council on Monuments and
Sites (ICOMOS), which advises that «... the intangible social elements that contribute
to authenticity should be given more prominence» (p. 312). Latter perfectly fits in
the UNESCO definition of Cultural Landscape, which specifies that: «They [Cultural
Landscapes, e.d.] are part of our collective identity». Previously, the Faro Convention
(2005) has introduced a specific statement that reports: «cultural heritage is a
group of resources inherited from the past which people identify, independently
of ownership, as a reflection and expression of their constantly evolving values,
beliefs, knowledge and traditions» (point a). Therefore, the prior latent dynamics
may cause «the degradation of memory and the community identity» (Brunetta
et al., 2019) and the consequent «loss of the sense of belonging». As potential
risk factors, they could also compromise both the coming image of the landscape
and the sense of communities in the future, at different scales. This could lead
to a general vulnerability of the system, undermining the Criterion (v) («… The
winegrowing landscape also expresses great aesthetic qualities, making it into an
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archetype of European vineyards») and Authenticity («… The Piedmont vineyard
landscape is undoubtedly one of the most harmonious and most consistent with the
ideal of a ‘scenic’ rural and vineyard landscape …») recognized in the Statement of
Outstanding Universal Value (OUV).

4 | Results and discussion

With the lens of sustainability, robustness «is the capacity of a system to
preserve their stocks and identity after a shock (Anderies et al., 2013) through
the reorganization and innovation ability (Adger et al., 2005) » (Voghera, Giudice,
2019). In this sense, examining the persistence of a territorial system seems vital to
achieve an effective response, in which the «General resilience provides sources of
memory …» (Gunderson, Holling, 2002; Nykvist, von Heland, 2014; Folke, 2016).
If such memory is understood as «the dynamic exercise of remembrance» (Latina,
2018), resilience can be intended as an operative tool to permit an active landscape
conservation in a planning perspective (Elmqvist, 2014; Brunetta & Caldarice,
2019), facing challenges and vulnerabilities proper of a dynamic system in a coevolutive setting. Assuming that «… the landscape contributes to the formation
of local cultures and that it is a basic component of the European natural and
cultural heritage …» (European Landscape Convention, 2000), if the ratio between
persistence and change implies an intertwined correlation that rely on endogenous
community resources (Pratt, 2015), its reduction could diminish the ability of the
system in terms of resilience, first locally and then in a larger area. Therefore, the
main goal is «… to sustain and transmit to future generations» (point b) an intact or,
at least, not further compromised, wine-growing landscape heritage.
Consequently, it seems necessary to base an effective reflection on the contribution
of resilience, with respect to update identity in the new inhabitants settled down
in these areas. This concept can be potentially included in the second and fourth
of the objectives listed in the Management Plan of the UNESCO World Heritage
Site «Vineyard Landscape of Piedmont: Langhe-Roero and Monferrato» (named «A
‘Social Landscape’: (Where to live)» (p. 60) and «An ‘Efficient Landscape’: (Where to
manage)» (p. 62). Specifically, the first one recognizes that: «A landscape is the mirror
of local identity», whereas the second one states: «The plan must indicate a vision
allowing to efficiently manage the available resources» to improve «… activities of
protection, conservation and requalification. » From the combined reading of both,
it emerges a common watermark which suggests that the «continuity between the
past and future should be integrated in management systems accommodating
the possibility for sustainable change» (point iv, p.167). Hence, it is necessary
that any actions will be coordinated by the managing body of the Property, i.e.
the «Association for the heritage of Vineyard Landscapes of Langhe-Roero and
Monferrato». It is responsible for the governance of the territories and also «for
the implementation of the Monitoring Plan associated with the Management Plan»
(p. 63).

5 | Conclusions

Although the discussed aims reveal a hoped-for centrality in governance and
policies, the UN SDGs explicitly discuss the Cultural and Natural Heritage only in
the Target 11.4. However, an attempt to introduce the co-evolution in territorial
planning can be identified in the Target 11.a but nonetheless does not seem
entirely satisfactory for its partial formulation. Considering this state of the art, the
current research could contribute to an approach to resilience related to a «strong
sustainability understanding» (Neumayer, 2003; Voghera, Giudice, 2019) using it as
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a valuable driver of territorial innovation. This auspice should determine possible
actions to stimulate systemic resilience, focusing on the landscape to address
vulnerabilities such as constant aging of the agricultural population, an insufficient
generational turnover and a workforce from Central-Eastern European countries.
These dynamics are already underway and are leading to a gradual transition
towards new models of territorial governance. Therefore, this change requires to
be faced and managed in order to plan possible responses, through specific tools/
strategies/guidelines or rules supporting the intangible cultural heritage and foraging
for the landscape identity (Butler et al., 2019) in newcomers. The timeline will include
short, medium- and long-term actions that can contribute to redefine relationships
with design specific policies oriented towards a real spatial resilience, assuming the
cultural heritage «as a resource for sustainable development and quality of life in a
constantly evolving society» (Faro Convention, 2005).
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